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Following the ideas presented by the author (E. P. Klement, J. Math. .4nal. Appi. 
85 (1982), 543-565) finite T-fuzzy measures are introduced. T being a measurable 
triangular norm. We show that a T-fuzzy measure is always a fuzzy measure, as 
considered earlier (E. P. Klement, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 25 (1980). 330-339). Then 
we study the relation to the integral with respect to some classical measure. Finally, 
for some special triangular norms T. we give precise characterizations of the 
corresponding classes of T-fuzzy measures. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall study measures on fuzzy sets, adapting the 
convention of performing intersection and union of fuzzy sets using 
triangular norms and their duals. 
Recall that Zadeh [ 151, when he introduced fuzzy sets, suggested the use 
of the operators min and max for intersection and union, respectively. For a 
short survey on several attempts to justify or to generalize this choice we 
refer to [ 81, and for more details about triangular norms to Schweizer and 
Sklar [12, 131. We only mention that triangular norms were considered 
originally in the context of statistical metric spaces. e.g., in order to 
formulate a suitable triangle inequality. 
Here we start with a measurable triangular norm T and a T-fuzzy 
measurable space (X, a) as introduced in [S]. Then we define a finite T-fuzzy 
measure in complete analogy to [7, 91. 
In Section III we give some characterizations of these T-fuzzy measures: 
we show that it is always a fuzzy measure as considered in [7] and give 
some necessary and sufficient conditions to be an integral with respect to 
some classical measure, thus establishing the relationship to the first concept 
of fuzzy probability given by Zadeh [ 161. 
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In Section IV we consider special families of t-norms. First we show for a 
class of t-norms studied by Frank [ 31 that the corresponding fuzzy measures 
are completely representable in terms of classical measures and we even 
show that for one l-norm each fuzzy measure is an integral. Finally we 
present two families of r-norms such that the family of fuzzy measures 
consists of the zero measure only. 
Once again, we would like to point out that our theory differs from other 
concepts of fuzzy measures. Sugeno 1141 considers fuzzy measures with no 
additivity condition at all. Hohle [5] deals with G-fuzzy sets, G being a 
regular Boolean algebra, a condition not fulfilled by the unit interval [O, I] 
to which we restrict ourselves. Lastly. Prade [ 111 uses triangular norms in 
order to extend the usual addition of real numbers rather than operations on 
fuzzy sets in his additivity condition. 
II. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
Throughout this paper X will denote a nonempty set. The unit interval 
[0, I ] will always be equipped with 9, the usual u-algebra of Bore1 subsets 
of [O, 11. 
Fuzzy sets are considered to be functions ,u: X+ [0, 1 ] and operations on 
fuzzy sets are performed using triangular norms. A triangular norm (briefly 
t-norm) T is defined to be a two-place function 
T: [O, l] x [O, l] + [O, l] 
fulfilling the following properties: 
T(x, 1) = x, (Boundary Condition) (2.1) 
7-k Y> < T(u, u) whenever x < u, y < L’, (Monotonicity) (2.2) 
T(x, Y) = T( .Y, -xl (Commutatitliry) (2.3) 
qqx, 4’1, z) = z-(x, KY, z)). (Associutiviry) (2.4) 
Note that a E-norm defines a semigroup on [0, 1 ] with unit 1 and 
annihilator 0 and where the semigroup operation is oder-preserving and com- 
mutative. 
Given a t-norm T, the two-place function 
s: [O, 1] x [O, l] + [O, l] 
defined by 
S(x, y) = 1 - T( 1 -x, 1 - y) (2.5) 
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is called a t-conorm (or the dual of T). Obviously S fulfills monotonicity 
(2.2) commutativity (2.3), associativity (2.4) and 
S(x, 0) = x. (Boundary Condition) (2.6) 
There are many examples of t-norms and r-conorms, of which we list the 
most interesting: 
TJx, y) = min(x, Jr) ifs=0 
=x.y ifs= 1 
= max(x + y - 1,O) ifs=03 (2.7) 
= ‘log 
( 
1 + (sX - l)(sY - 1) 
s-l 1 ifs E IO, 1 [U] 1, cc [, 
S&x, y) = max(x, v> ifs=0 
=x+y-x*y ifs= 1 
=min(x+y, 1) ifszoo (2.8) 
= 1 - “log 
( 
1 + (sl-*-l)(sL-y-l) , 
S- 1 ) 
ifsE]O l[UJl a[, 
T&, r) = mink y) if max(x, y) = 1 
=o else, (2.9) 
&ix, Y> = max(x, Y) if min(x, v) = 0 
= 1 else. (2.10) 
Frank [3 J showed that the r-norms T,, 0 ,< s Q co, form a single fami!y in 
the sense that T,,, T, and T, are the limits of T, corresponding to their 
subscripts. We also have, for each r-norm T, 
T,,,< T< To. (2.11) 
Since each t-norm T is associative it makes sense to consider T(x, ,..., xn), 
x, ,..., x, E [0, 1 ] defined recursively by 
W 1 ,a*., Xnr x,, I) = T(T(x, ,.--, XJ, X”, ,I. 
Given any sequence (x,,),,~ E [O, 1)” the limit 
T x, = lim T(x, ,..., x,) 
neh n-m 
always exists because of (2.11). 
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Given any f-norm T and its dual S we can extend these functions to 
operations on fuzzy sets in the usual way: 
U.U. u)(s) = T&(-K), u(x)), 
S@. u)(s) = S@(x). u(x)). 
For more details about f-norms we refer to [3, 12. 13 ]. 
From now on let T always be a measurable f-norm and S its dual. 
Generalizing the definition of a fuzzy u-algebra given in [6] we defined a 
T-fuzzy u-algebra on X to be a subfamily of 10, 11.’ fulfilling the following 
properties (cf. [ 8 1): 
u constant * cf E u. 
pEa+l-,UuEo. 
@AEN E fJh.* s P, E 0. 
nERI 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
The pair (X, a) was then called a T-fuzzy measurable space. 
Because of the measurability of T it is obvious that, given a measurable 
space (X, &‘), the family of all measurable functions ,u: (X. -pu”) + ([0, I 1, .@) 
forms a T-fuzzy u-algebra. It was called a generated T-fuzzy u-algebra and 
denoted [(-&). 
If u is a T-fuzzy u-algebra on X then K(U) denotes the smallest (classical) 
u-algebra on X making all “functions” in u measurable. Note that u is 
generated if and only if 
; 0 K(U) = u. 
It is readily seen that, for instance, if T = To or T = T, then there always 
exist T-fuzzy u-algebras not being generated by a classical u-algebra. But it 
is shown in 18 ] that for T = T,, s E JO, co 1, any T-fuzzy u-algebra is a 
generated one. For more details about fuzzy u-algebras we refer to 16, 8). 
In [7, 9] we considered, given a To-fuzzy measurable space (X, u), a finite 
fuzzy measure to be a mapping m: u + R fulfilling these axioms: 
m(0) = 0, (2.15) 
NT,@, 0)) + WS,@. 01) = mCu) + m(u), (2.16) 
~~n)nc,,i T P =+- (do,)),,,, T ~01)). (2.17) 
In (7 ] we showed, in the case of a generated (T,,)-fuzzy u-algebra 
u = <(,d). that m is a finite fuzzy measure if and only if there exists a unique 
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finite measure P on (X, &‘) and a P-almost everywhere uniquely determined 
Markoff-kernel K such that for all ,u E u 
4~) = (‘W, lO,~u(x)l) W-~1. (2.18) 
A Markoff-kernel K (from (X, -@‘) to ([0, I [- .-$ n [0, 1 [)) is a mapping 
K: Xx (27 n [0, l[) -+ [0, 1 ], 
being, roughly speaking, a measurable function in its first and a probability 
measure in its second component. For more details about this concept, which 
can be regarded as a generalization of conditional probability, we refer to 
Bauer [2]. 
In [9] we gave, again in the case of a generated (T,,-) fuzzy a-algebra 
(T = [(&“), necessary and sufficient conditions for a finite fuzzy measure to 
be an integral; i.e., there exists a finite measure P on (X. &‘) such that 
m&) = I’p dP. (2.19) 
Note that this was the very first definition of a fuzzy measure given by 
Zadeh [ 161. 
In the following we shall, as we did for fuzzy a-algebras, consider T and S 
for intersection and union of fuzzy sets, respectively. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let T be a measurable f-norm, S its dual and (X. a) a 
T-fuzzy measurable space. A mapping rn: o+ R is called a finite T-fuzzy 
measure if and only if it fulfills the following properties: 
m(0) = 0, (2.20) 
rn(T(~ u)) + m(S@, u)) = WI(D) + m(u). (2.2 1) 
tin)nch t P. P E 0 2 WP,)),,,, T do). (2.22) 
Note that in (2.22) it is necessary to require ,U = suppu, E c explicitly. 
From [8] we know that in general the supremum of a sequence of elements 
in u need not be an element of u. 
Of course, the finite fuzzy measures considered in [7, 91 are now finite To- 
fuzzy measures in this more general context. 
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III. CHARACTERIZATION OF FINITE FUZZY MEASURES: 
ARBITRARY MEASURABLE T-NORMS 
In this section we first show that, basically, each finite T-fuzzy measure is 
a T,,-fuzzy measure as studied in [ 7 1. Then we study the relationship between 
T-fuzzy measures and integrals. 
3. I. THEOREM. Let T be a measurable t-norm and o both a T-fuzzy and 
a TO-fuzzy o-algebra on X. Then each finite T-fuzz~l measure on (X, u) is a 
T,,-fuzzy measure. 
Proof. We only have to show that (2.16) holds. This can be done by 
applying property (2.21) twice: 
= WV& 4, WA 4)) + W(&OI, 4, T&P, UN 
= m(TCu. u)) + m(Sp, 01) 
= m(u) + m(u). I (3.1) 
Note that this means especially that if o = C(d) is a generated (T-) fuzzy 
u-algebra there exists a unique finite measure on (X, _,P) and a P-almost 
everywhere uniquely determined Markoff-kernel K such that, for all p E u, 
(2.18) holds. 
The converse of this theorem is not true in general: 
3.2. EXAMPLE. Let (X, &, P) be an arbitrary probability space and 
consider 
m(u) = fp2 dP. 
It is readily seen that m is a finite TO-fuzzy measure on (X, &.A)) but m is 
no T,-fuzzy measure since for ,u = u = f we have 
4 = m(p) + m(u) z m(T,@, 0)) + m(S,@, 01) = 5, 
contradicting (2.22). 
Next we want to study the relationship between T-fuzzy measures and 
integrals. There are mainly two questions in this context: 
1. Is a mapping defined on [(.&) by means of (2.19) always a finite 
T-fuzzy measure? 
2. Under which conditions is a finite T-fuzzy measure an integral? 
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Note that the answer to question 1 is afflirmative in the case T= T,,. 
Question 2 was studied (again if T = T,) in [9, IO]. The following 
propositions answer both questions. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let T be a measurable t-norm, S its dual, (X. &.) a 
measurable space, and P a finite measure on (X, J) such that P(X) > 0 and 
define m: <(A@‘) -+ R by (2.19). Then m is a finite T-fuzzy measure if and on& 
if the pair (T, S) fulfills the functional equation 
T(.u, y) + S(x. y) = .Y + y. (3.2) 
Pr’oof Let m be defined by (2.19). Assume first that the pair (T, S) 
fulfills (3.2). Then it is easily checked that m is a finite T-fuzzy measure. On 
the other hand, if (T, S) does not satisfy (3.2) there exist a,/3 E [0, I] such 
that 
T(a. P) + S(a. P) # a + P. 
But this implies 
m(T(a PI) + m(S(a, PI) = (?a, P) + S(a+ PI) . P(X) 
+@+P)~fW 
= m(a) + m(J) 
contradicting (2.22). 1 
We only mention in this context that Frank [3] proved that the family 
((T,, S,) 1 s E [0, co ]} and their so-called ordinal sums are the only pairs of 
t-norms and t-conorms fulfilling (3.2). 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let T be a t-norm and S its dual such that (3.2) 
holds. Then for a finite T-fuzzy measure m on (X, a), u = [(&‘) being a 
generated (T-) fuzzy o-algebra on X, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) m is an integral [i.e., there exists a finite measure P on (X, .r3) 
such that for all y E u (2.19) holds]; 
(ii) m is linear [i.e., for all ,u, v E o and for all a, /I E 2 : 
ap + PO E u * m(ap + PO) = am(u) + Pm(v)]; 
(iii) m is additive [i.e., for all ,u, v E a: 
,u+vEu*m(u+v)=m@)+m(v)]; 
(iv) m is homogeneous [i.e., for all ,u E o and for all a > 0: 
a,u E 0 =s m(a,u) = am@)]. 
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Proof. Since implications (i) 3 (ii) and (ii) 3 (iii) are straightforward we 
only have to show the validity of (iii) * (iv) and (iv) * (i). But for that 
purpose, steps (3) and (2), respectively, of the proof of Theorem 1 in ]9 ] can 
be copied word by word. 1 
IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF FINITE FUZZY MEASURES: 
SOME SPECIAL T-NORMS 
In this section we shall, for some special classes of f-norms T, characterize 
the corresponding families of T-fuzzy measures. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let (X, u) be a T,C-fuzz~) measurable space, s E IO, 00 [. 
Then m is a finite T,-fuzzy measure on (X, a) if and only if there exists 
exactly one finite measure P on (X, K(U)) and a P-almost everywhere 
uniquely determined measurable function f: (,X. K(U)) + ((0, 1 ], 9) such that 
for all p E (3 
m@)=!;u;,o, If +(I -f).pjdP. (4.1) 
ProoJ (1) Choose s E IO, co ] and assume that (4.1) holds. Then 
obviously we have 
m(0) = 0, 
m(l)=P(X) < 00. 
Next, if @n)nEcr T ,u. then because of 
and the Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem. we obtain 
hk))nEbv T m@). 
Using 
TS(x, y) = 0 o min(x, y) = 0, 
S&x, y) = 0 0 max(x, Y) = 0 
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and (3.2) we get 
= ‘(~,(r.u,>O, if + (1 -f> T&k 011 dp + 1 I U- + (1 -.I-> S&v 011 dp -IS,(u.u)>Ol 
= Ff + (1 -f)V’sOl. 0) + S&v o))l dp “Iw>olnlv>ol 
+I _ (~>o,n,“=~o, [f + (1 -f 1 sscu, 011 dP 
+I V + (1 -.I-) S&v 011 dp -fu=olnll~>ol 
=!_ [S+(1-f)1~ldP+Jj~,>~~[f+(I--f)u]dP 
-fu>Ol 
= m@) f m(u). 
Hence m is a finite T,-fuzzy measure. 
(2) Conversely, choose s E JO, co[ and assume that m is a finite T,- 
fuzzy measure on (A’, 0). From [8, Theorem 5. l] we know that u is 
generated, i.e., ~7 = [ 0 K(G). Thus Theorem 3.1 yields a characterization 
mCu) = [KG, [O,~u(x)[) Wx), 
P being some finite measure on (X, K(U)) and K some Markoff-kernel. 
Obviously P is uniquely determined by this setting. For convenience, in the 
following we shall write 
f&x) = K(x, [O, a [) (a E [O, 11, x E X). 
Then we choose numbers a, b E IO, l[ fulfilling a + b < 1 and construct for 
each A E ~(0) the sequences (cI,),~~, (Pn)neN as follows: 
u, =a, b, =b, 
U n+1=Ss(anrbn)r b,+~=TS@n,hz), (nEwI 
a,=a,l,, P, = b, 1.4. 
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From [S] we know that 
(~,),E~\lT~~(cl,,~,)=(a+b) 1,. 
can),,,, 1 05 
By induction we immediately obtain that for all n E k\l 
Consequently we have 
( ~+bdP=m((a+b)1,~)=m(supa,)=supm(a,) 
. 4 n E ld neN 
The latter equality is obtained using the Lebesgue monotone convergence 
theorem. Now put 
f= inf fh,. 
?lElrl 
Note first that f does not depend on A and that it is P-a.e. uniquely deter- 
mined. 
Since A was chosen arbitrarily we have, for all a. b E 10, 1[ fulfilling 
a+b<l, 
fntb=fn +.f, -.L P-a.e. 
But this can be read as a Gaussian functional equation (see Aczel ] 1 j) 
whose unique solution (with regard to f, = 1) is given by 
f, =f+ (1 -J-)6 P-a.e. (a E 10, 1 [ ). 
Consequently for P-almost every s E X we have 
K(x, [O. a[, =&f(x) + (1 --Ku)). u (UE 10, I[,, 
which completes the proof. 1 
We also can give another necessary and sufficient condition for a finite T,- 
fuzzy measure, s E IO, co [, to be an integral. 
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4.2. PROPOSITION. Let (X, u) be a T,-jIuzzy measurable space, 
s E 10, 00 [. Then a Jnite T,-fuzzy measure m on (X, o) is an integral if and 
only iffr all decreasing sequences (J,,),,,~ in a 
olJnEb, 1 0 * Wi4AnEbr 1 0. (4.2) 
Proof: If m is an integral then (4.2) follows from the Lebesgue monotone 
convergence theorem. On the other hand, if (4.2) holds, choose an arbitrary 
A E K(O). Then for the sequence 
we have 
and thus using representation (4.1) of m and again the Lebesgue monotone 
convergence theorem, 
0= lim . 
I[ II-m, .A 
f+ (1 -f)+]dP= I‘ f dP. 
. .A 
Since A was chosen arbitrarily this implies f = 0 P-a.e. Hence m is an 
integral. I 
Note that for an arbitrary measurable t-norm T, (4.2) is a necessary but in 
general not a sufficient condition for a T-fuzzy measure to be an integral. A 
counterexample is given by the To-fuzzy measure in Example 3.2. 
In [9, Theorem 21 we gave a characterization of finite T,-fuzzy measures 
if the fuzzy u-algebra was generated. Since each T,-fuzzy a-algebra is 
generated by [8, Theorem 5.11 this is no restriction. For the sake of 
completeness we restate this result: 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let (X, o) be a T,-fuzzy measurable space. Then m 
is a finite T,-fuzz}’ measure on (X, IS) if and only if m is an integral. 
Next we consider the following families of t-norms and t-conorms: 
V,(x, y) = 0 if max(x, y) < 1, x + y < 1 + a 
=Cf if max(x, y) < 1, x + y > 1 + a (a E IO, 11) (4.3) 
= min(x, y) if max(x, y) = 1, 
f!J&, 4’) = 1 if min(x, y) > 0, x + y > 1 - a 
=1-a if min(x, y) > 0, x + y < 1 - a (a E IO, 11) (4.4) 
= max(x, y) if min(x, y) = 0, 
409 ‘86 ‘2 4 
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R,(x, J') = 0 ~sMh.. 4') < 1, -x + 4'< 1 + a 
=x+y-1 , 
(a E ,o. 1,) (4.j) 
Q,(G Y) = 1 if rnin(x, 4’) > 0, x + 4’ > 1 - a 
=x+J else. (a E 10, 1)) 
(4.6) 
Note that we have 
T,,. = V, = R, 
and for all u E 10, 1 ] 
Now we can show that for none of these r-norms there are nontrivial fuzzy 
measures. 
4.4. PROPOSITION. Let (X, a) be a V,-fuzzy measurable space, 
u E IO, 11. Then there is on141 onefinite V,-fuzzy measure: the zero measure. 
Proof. Choose a E 10, I] and assume that m is a finite V,-fuzzy measure 
such that m( 1) > 0. Then consider a constant fuzzy set /I. If p fulfills 
+(l -a)<P<f(l +a) then 
mw = ~[m(v,cpm + ~(~a@P))J = fm(l). 
Analogously we conclude that if /I > j( I + a) we have 
MP) = +w + m(l)d. 
andifp<f(l-a)then 
m(p)=+z(l -a). 
Now, if CL = 1 then for all /3 < 1 
m(P) = fm(l). 
If t < a < 1 then for all /? fulflling t( 1 + a) < /? < 1 we get 
m(p) = im( 1). 
Finally if a < f then a < i(l - a) and 1 - a > +(l + a) and therefore for all 
/3 such that f( 1 + a) < /I < 1 we obtain 
m(P) = $m( 1). 
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All these conclusions are contradictions to (2.23). Hence our assumption 
m(l) > 0 is false. I 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let (X, u) be an R,-fuzzes measurable space, 
a E 10, 11. Then there is only onefinite R,-jiuzz~~ measure: the zero measure. 
Proof: If a = I our result is proved by the preceding proposition because 
of RI = V,. So we choose an a E IO, 1 [ and assume that m is a finite R,- 
fuzzy measure such that m( 1) > 0. 
If p, y are constant fuzzy sets fulfilling p. y < $( 1 - a) then we obtain 
mCO) + m(y) = NLCJ, Y)) + W,& Y)) = dP + Y). 
This is again a Gaussian functional equation (see Aczel [ 11) which has only 
one solution in [O. 1 -a]: the linear function 
m(P)=c.P 
for some c E R. Note that c = 0 would imply m@) = 0 for all ,8 ,< 1 - a. 
On the other hand, if ,8 fulfills f( 1 - a) <<B < e( 1 + a) we get 
m@) = +m( 1). 
This leads to a contradiction: c = 0 is impossible because of m( 1) > 0; but 
then m cannot be both non-constant and constant in [f(l -a), min( 1 - a, 
f( 1 + a))]. Hence our assumption m(1) > 0 is false. m 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
If T is a measurable t-norm and CJ = [(&‘) a generated (T-) fuzzy c- 
algebra on X let .,&(a) denote the family of all finite T-fuzzy measures on 
(X. a). Then using the results of the previous sections we obtain for all 
a E 10, 11 and all s E 10, co [ 
Note that this reflects precisely the order of the t-norms in the subscripts. 
Thus it might be interesting to study under which conditions a larger t-norm 
corresponds to a larger class of finite fuzzy measures. 
It would be of special interest to see whether there are other t-norms T, 
besides T, , such that the class of finite T-fuzzy measures equals the class of 
integrals. Also it would be nice to describe all t-norms T such that only the 
zero measure belongs to the set of finite T-fuzzy measures. 
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